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Abstract : 

In this project, a load shedding scheme is designed using SMS. The 

design is built up using a microcontroller (Arduino) and a GSM Shield. 

The circuit shed off the loads using relays that are connected to the 

Arduino based in different cases. If the voltage drops down from the 

nominal value, some loads are shut down to restore the voltage back to 

the nominal value. Also, if the frequency drops down from its nominal 

value, some load are shut down to restore back the nominal frequency 

value. Each reading from this design is treated in different way to 

prevent faults. 

Methodology:  

. In real life there are two main conditions that force us to apply load 

shedding generated voltage drop with respect to the load ( Vgenrated 

< Vload ) or a noticeable change in frequency , so we apply many 

cases to describe main possible outcomes based in level of drop in 

voltage or change in frequency .Also we put a priority for each load 

so for instance you must not shut off the hospital before the school 

and so on .The tables in the following section will show some cases 

we have taken  

Arduino : 

Arduino is a microcontroller that enables a computer 

to interact with the physical world. It is an open 

source software and hardware based on a simple 

microcontroller. 

V AC rpm Amp  case observation 

122 1700 0.25 nominal   

114 1719 0.24 110 <v< 120 1 load off to 

return to nominal  
120 1752 0.25 

  

104 1760 0.22 100<v<110 2 loads off to 

return to nominal  

120.7 1806 0.25 

66 1779 0.21 V<70 System blackout 

  

  

  

80 1869 

  

  

  

0.23 

  

Results : 

Objectives : 

Designing an SMS to Arduino interface. 

Controlling the system using SMS. 

Monitoring the system using SMS.  
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GSM shield : 

This GPRS/GSM Shield enable Arduino to use a 

GSM mobile phone network to send and receive data. 

The shield can send and receive data via three ways  

• Short Message Service (SMS) 

• Audio 

• GPRS data 

Control Display : 
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